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Secret Soldiers
Soldier Boys: Tales of the Civil War
Over a quarter million underage British boys fought on the Allied front lines of the
Great War, but not all of them fought on the battlefield—some fought beneath it,
as revealed in this middle-grade historical adventure about a deadly underground
mission. Secret Soldiers follows the journey of Thomas, a thirteen-year-old coal
miner, who lies about his age to join the Claykickers, a specialized crew of soldiers
known as “tunnelers,” in hopes of finding his missing older brother. Thomas works
in the tunnels of the Western Front alongside three other soldier boys whose
constant bickering and inexperience in mining may prove more lethal than the
enemy digging toward them. But as they burrow deeper beneath the battlefield,
the boys discover the men they hope to become and forge a bond of brotherhood.
Secret Soldiers is another stunning story of strength, perseverance, and love from
Keely Hutton.

Civil War Books
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Includes
diary entries,
personal letters, and archival photographs to describe the
experiences of boys, sixteen years old or younger, who fought in the Civil War.

Tennessee Historical Quarterly
July 1863 was a momentous month in the Civil War. News of Gettysburg and
Vicksburg electrified the North and devastated the South. Sandwiched
geographically between those victories and lost in the heady tumult of events was
news that William S. Rosecrans’s Army of the Cumberland had driven Braxton
Bragg’s Army of Tennessee entirely out of Middle Tennessee. The brilliant
campaign nearly cleared the state of Rebels and changed the calculus of the Civil
War in the Western Theater. Despite its decisive significance, few readers even
today know of these events. The publication of Tullahoma: The Forgotten
Campaign that Changed the Course of Civil War, June 23 - July 4, 1863 by awardwinning authors David A. Powell and Eric J. Wittenberg, forever rectifies that
oversight. On June 23, 1863, Rosecrans, with some 60,000 men, initiated a classic
campaign of maneuver against Bragg’s 40,000. Confronted with rugged terrain and
a heavily entrenched foe, Rosecrans intended to defeat Bragg through strategy
rather than bloodshed by outflanking him and seizing control of Bragg’s supply
line, the Nashville & Chattanooga Railroad, at Tullahoma and thus force him to
fight a battle outside of his extensive earthworks. It almost worked. The complex
and fascinating campaign included deceit, hard marching, fighting, and incredible
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luck—both
good and
and Liberty Gap to deceive the Rebels into thinking the main blow would fall
somewhere other than where it was designed to strike. An ineffective Confederate
response exposed one of Bragg’s flanks—and his entire army—to complete
disaster. Torrential rains and consequential decisions in the field wreaked havoc on
the best-laid plans. Still Bragg hesitated, teetering on the brink of losing the
second most important field army in the Confederacy. The hour was late and time
was short, and his limited withdrawal left the armies poised for a climactic
engagement that may have decided the fate of Middle Tennessee, and perhaps the
war. Finally fully alert to the mortal threat facing him, Bragg pulled back from the
iron jaws of defeat about to engulf him and retreated—this time all the way to
Chattanooga, the gateway to the rest of the Southern Confederacy. Powell and
Wittenberg mined hundreds of archival and firsthand accounts to craft a splendid
study of this overlooked campaign that set the stage for the Battles of
Chickamauga and Chattanooga, the removal of Rosecrans and Bragg from the
chessboard of war, the elevation of U.S. Grant to command all Union armies, and
the early stages of William T. Sherman’s Atlanta Campaign. Tullahoma—one of the
most brilliantly executed major campaigns of the war—was pivotal to Union
success in 1863 and beyond. And now readers everywhere will know precisely why.

Advance the Colors!
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The fictionalized
of a twelve-year-old boy who joins the Union army as a
drummer, and ends up fighting in the Civil War.

Soldier Boys
A Long Time Ago in a War Far Away was a Soldier Boy, this is his story: Experience
the life of a young Army pilot flying a Huey helicopter during the Vietnam War.
Flying a helicopter was a dream come true, however, the excitement was
tempered by the enemy's bullets he frequently faced during his combat missions,
and the loss of so many of his fellow pilots. Learn how he changes from a young
Soldier into a battle-hardened veteran, and the impact of his wartime experiences
over the following 40 plus years of his life. He comes to grips with events and his
personality changes during this period and is ultimately diagnosed with Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder. This story will wreak havoc with your emotions as you
come to grips with the good and bad emotions Soldiers experience during war. You
will gain a better appreciation of the sacrifices endured by young Soldiers as they
perform their duties under the most adverse conditions. Soldier Boy will give you a
taste of battle and a roller-coaster ride of emotions that will leave you with a
profound sense of gratitude for all Soldiers and the jobs they do for their country.
This is a young Soldier's story; his story; and he invites you to share his
experiences.
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Army Life
The Boys' War
The Soldier Boy's Diary Book; Or, Memorandums of the
Alphabetical First Lessons of Military Tactics.
And Then There Were None
An unforgettable novel based on the life of Ricky Richard Anywar, who at age
fourteen was forced to fight as a soldier in the guerrilla army of notorious Ugandan
warlord Joseph Kony Soldier Boy begins with the story of Ricky Richard Anywar,
abducted in 1989 to fight with Joseph Kony's rebel army in the Ugandan civil war
(one of Africa's longest running conflicts). Ricky is trained, armed, and forced to
fight government soldiers alongside his brutal kidnappers, but never stops
dreaming of escape. The story continues twenty years later, with a fictionalized
character named Samuel, a boy deathly afraid of trusting anyone ever again.
Samuel is representative of the thousands of child soldiers Ricky eventually helped
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rehabilitate
as founder
of the internationally acclaimed charity Friends of Orphans.
Working closely with Ricky himself, debut author Keely Hutton has written an eyeopening book about a boy’s unbreakable spirit and indomitable courage in the face
of unimaginable horror. This title has Common Core connections.

The Diary of a Soldier
Pennsylvania--History--Civil War, 1861-11865--Flags, Pennsylvania--History--Civil
War, 1861-1865Regimenta histories, United States--History--Civil War,
1861-1865--Regimental histories.

Diary of a Drummer Boy
The Battle of Perryville laid waste to more than just soldiers and their supplies. The
commonwealth's largest combat engagement also took an immense toll on the
community of Perryville, and citizens in surrounding towns. After Confederates
achieved a tactical victory, they were nonetheless forced to leave the area. With
more than 7,500 casualties, the remaining Union soldiers were unprepared for the
enormous tasks of burying the dead, caring for the wounded, and rebuilding
infrastructure. Instead, this arduous duty fell to the brave and battered locals.
Former executive director of the Perryville Battlefield Preservation Association
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Sanders presents
the first in depth look into how the resilient residents dealt
with the chaos of this bloody battle and how they rebuilt their town from the rubble
leftover.

The Chickamauga CampaignBarren Victory
The Diary of Joseph Plumb Martin
FORWARD MY BRAVE BOYS tells the story of the 11th Tennessee Infantry, a unit
comprised of ten companies of men raised from five Middle Tennessee counties in
the early spring of 1861. Join these soldiers as they are transformed from raw
citizens into a ferocious band of fighters, eventually becoming part of General
Benjamin F. Cheathams hard-hitting division. This book takes the reader into their
camps, on the march, and onto the line of battle through first-hand accounts taken
from diaries, letters, and journals. Many never-before-published photographs of the
soldiers, newly created battle maps, as well as an extensive biographical roster
make this a valuable resource for historians and genealogists, and a great addition
to the story of the Army of Tennessee and the war in the West.

Perryville Under Fire
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Diary of a Soldier in the Egyptian Military
It is also the story of a 20-year-old private in the military whose engaging writing
belies his age. He tells of the battles he fought; the games he played; of his
friends, fellow soldiers, and officers; and of the regiment's activities in Missouri and
Arkansas, at Vicksburg, in Louisiana, and on the Texas Gulf Coast. It is not a
complete story of the 33rd Illinois Infantry Regiment, known as the 'Normal
Regiment', nor is it a complete roster of regiment members, of those killed, or
wounded.

A Soldier's Sketchbook
Looking Back
This is a pre-1923 historical reproduction that was curated for quality. Quality
assurance was conducted on each of these books in an attempt to remove books
with imperfections introduced by the digitization process. Though we have made
best efforts - the books may have occasional errors that do not impede the reading
experience. We believe this work is culturally important and have elected to bring
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back into 14
print
as part of our continuing commitment to the preservation
of printed works worldwide.

A Soldier's Diary
The Diary of a Soldier recounts the World War I experiences of U.S. Army Sergeant
Major L. Louis Lee from the day of his embarkation to France in April 1918 to the
day his troop ship docked in New York the following February. Alternately inspiring,
introspective, droll, and chilling, the Diary was written in a time and place far from
the 21st century. Patriotism was more innocent. Communication with supporters at
home could take weeks or months. Daily life was elemental. Yet common themes
in the Diary bind the World War I years to today: the horror of war, the way soldiers
cope with severe physical and mental stress, and the anchor provided by home,
family and friends. The Diary of a Soldier offers a unique portrayal of one man’s
daily experiences in his era’s “war to end all wars.”

The Publishers Weekly
Contributions in History and Political Science
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The Battle
of Chickamauga
the only major Confederate victory in the conflict's western theater. It pitted
Braxton Bragg's Army of Tennessee against William S. Rosecrans's Army of the
Cumberland and resulted in more than 34,500 casualties. In this first volume of an
authoritative two-volume history of the Chickamauga Campaign, William Glenn
Robertson provides a richly detailed narrative of military operations in
southeastern and eastern Tennessee as two armies prepared to meet along the
"River of Death." Robertson tracks the two opposing armies from July 1863 through
Bragg's strategic decision to abandon Chattanooga on September 9. Drawing on all
relevant primary and secondary sources, Robertson devotes special attention to
the personalities and thinking of the opposing generals and their staffs. He also
sheds new light on the role of railroads on operations in these landlocked
battlegrounds, as well as the intelligence gathered and used by both sides. Delving
deep into the strategic machinations, maneuvers, and smaller clashes that led to
the bloody events of September 19@–20, 1863, Robertson reveals that the road to
Chickamauga was as consequential as the unfolding of the battle itself.

Blood Trails
The Last Letter is the love story of an Army officer since his school times, who did
everything for the respect of his love. One look and John fell in love with Veronica.
A love so deep that his life revolved around their promises. From the school
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classrooms
to cafes
the corridors of NDA and across cities, John follows the path
of love, yearning for Veronica. His aim is to become an Army Officer and marry
Veronica. Veronica loves and supports him but will she wait for him? Do
circumstances keep them apart or can love bridge the distance? The passion and
ambition that drives him almost ruins him, until he realises the meaning of true
love. Forgetting his passion, aim and himself in the struggle to earn respect in his
own eyes, he wants to keep his promises but can he? When did he write letters?
And even if he wrote letters, why was there a last letter? Let’s find out and go back
to his school days………

A Civil War Soldier's Diary
The Creed of Brotherhood is the totem that binds Boy Soldiers of the Nigerian
Military School, Zaria.

"Forward My Brave Boys"
A Soldier's Story of the Siege of Vicksburg
Presents the sketchbook and diary entries of a Canadian World War I soldier who
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depicted
the death14
and
destruction of the war that affected both soldiers and
civilian populations.

The Rebellion Record: A Diary of American Events
The Diary of an Unknown Soldier
A personal account of a Birmingham boy, Wilf Saunders.

Line of Fire
A century and a half after Appomattox, the diaries of soldiers continue to surface,
and Civil War enthusiasts, including many university professors, dream of finding a
lost piece of history. Such was the delight of David Roe, whose friend gave him a
remarkable family heirloom—the diary of Valentine C. Randolph—which included
handwritten daily entries starting on the day Randolph enlisted and ending on the
evening before he arrived home. Spanning three years of military experience in the
39th Illinois Regiment, this diary includes revealing narratives, some recounting
events not noted in other sources. An eloquent diarist, Randolph vividly describes
military action in key areas of the eastern theater—northern Virginia, Charleston,
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surrounds. His record of the Peninsula Campaign, the siege
of Charleston, and finally the Bermuda Hundred and Petersburg campaigns offers a
rare look at the role common soldiers played in master strategies. He recounts the
trials of garrison duty and sea sickness; he observes life in army camps and
hospitals. A former theology student and an unusually thoughtful man, Randolph
questions the military predation of civilian property and condemns the racial
prejudices of his fellow soldiers.

Soldier Boy
Soldier Boy
A Soldier's Diary is the story of an ordinary soldier and his daily routine. The author
kept a daily diary of his time in the Army. It is through this Journal and family
correspondence that details of the life of a G.I.-- the training, the routine duties,
the drama of war, the release provided by passes and leaves. The challenges of
living with the threat of death are revealed. Through personal narrative, key
moments of the War in Europe are presented: the Normandy Beachhead, the
liberation of Paris and Brussels,Buzz Bombed in Liege and The horrors of the
Buchenwald Concentration Camp.
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The Western Pennsylvania Historical Magazine
As one American teen proves his worth to his father and dedication to his country
by joining the Army's paratroopers, a fifteen-year-old German boy is working hard
as a member of the Hitler Youth in preparation for his big moment on the
battlefields of World War II.

Dunkirk Diary of a Very Young Soldier
Barren Victory is the third and concluding volume of the magisterial Chickamauga
Campaign Trilogy, a comprehensive examination more than a decade in the
making of one of the most important and complex military operations of the Civil
War. The first installment, A Mad Irregular Battle, introduced readers to the major
characters of this sweeping drama and carried them from the Union crossing of the
Tennessee River in August 1863 up through the bloody but inconclusive combat of
the first and second days of the battle (September 18 and 19, 1863). Glory or the
Grave, the trilogy’s second volume, focused on September 20—the decisive third
day of fighting that included the Confederate breakthrough of the late morning and
the desperate Union final stand on Horseshoe Ridge. This installment drew to a
close at nightfall. Barren Victory, David Powell’s final installment, examines the
immediate aftermath of this great battle with unprecedented clarity and detail. The
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narrative
opens at 14
dawn
on Monday, September 21, 1863, with Union commander
William S. Rosecrans in Chattanooga and most of the rest of his Federal army in
Rossville, Georgia. Confederate Gen. Braxton Bragg has won the signal victory of
his career, but has yet to fully grasp that fact or the fruits of his success.
Unfortunately for the South, three grueling days of combat has broken down the
Army of Tennessee and made a vigorous pursuit nearly impossible. In addition to
carefully examining the decisions made by each army commander and their
consequences, Powell sets forth the dreadful costs of the fighting in terms of the
human suffering involved. Barren Victory concludes with the most detailed order of
battle (including unit strengths and losses) for Chickamauga ever compiled, and a
comprehensive bibliography. David Powell’s The Chickamauga Campaign Trilogy is
now complete, with the fighting in the hills and valleys of North Georgia finally
receiving the extensive treatment it has so long deserved.

The Diary of a Boy Soldier
When ten people arrive on private Indian Island off England's southwest coast,
lured to a mansion by invitations from a mysterious host, terror mounts as one
guest after another is murdered, in a classic whodunit that is an elaboration of the
famous children's rhyme "Ten Little Indians." Reader's Guide included. Reprint.
100,000 first printing.
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American Diaries: Diaries written from 1845 to 1980
This book is the diary of an Egyptian soldier of Armenian descent who served the
Egyptian Army during the critical years 1968 through 1972, when Egypt was
making preparations for the 1973 war with Israel. The book relates the details of
his compulsory draft, his various unforgettable experiences, and after serving more
than four years with no end in sight, his daring escape from the Army and the
country. The story is the Author's first-hand description of daily life in the Egyptian
Army, his trials and tribulations with a variety of circumstances and characters and
close calls with Israeli planes at the Suez Canal. Finally it relates the nail-biting
journey the Author took to freedom, to safely arrive, with God's merciful
intervention, in the Promised Land, America.

River of Death--The Chickamauga Campaign
THE LAST LETTER
Words taken from a diary by an unknown French soldier are paired with
illustrations depicting the action.
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The Soldier Boy's Diary Book; Or, Memorandums of the
Alphabetical First Lessons of Military Tactics
BAPTISM BY FIRE Chris Ronnau volunteered for the Army and was sent to Vietnam
in January 1967, armed with an M-14 rifle and American Express traveler’s checks.
But the latter soon proved particularly pointless as the private first class found
himself in the thick of two pivotal, fiercely fought Big Red One operations, going
head-to-head against crack Viet cong and NVA troops in the notorious Iron Triangle
and along the treacherous Cambodian border near Tay Ninh. Patrols, ambushes,
plunging down VC tunnels, search and destroy missions–there were many ways to
drive the enemy from his own backyard, as Ronnau quickly discovered. Based on
the journal Ronnau kept in Vietnam, Blood Trails captures the hellish jungle war in
all its stark life-and-death immediacy. This wrenching chronicle is also stirring
testimony to the quiet courage of those unsung American heroes, many not yet
twenty-one, who had a job to do and did it without complaint–fighting, sacrificing,
and dying for their country. Includes sixteen pages of rare and never-before-seen
combat photos From the Paperback edition.

Publishers' Weekly0
Over the decades, Jack Matthews collected memoirs and personal correspondence
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soldiers. Eventually this interest led him to write a group of
stories from the vantage point of teenage soldiers. The stories are less about
specific Civil War battles or the horrors of war than about ordinary adventures and
heartbreaks of young soldiers. One soldier constantly composes new epitaphs for
himself (much to the irritation of his comrades). A wounded soldier finds himself
abandoned by his regiment and accidentally strikes up a friendship with a soldier
from the other side. One soldier starts seeing ghostly visions of his dead brother
and wants to know why. In the opening story, a courier is sent by headquarters to
deliver an urgent (and tragic) message only to learn that the local commander has
forbidden him to deliver it. In the final story, two soldiers have to hunt down and
stop a hidden sharpshooter nicknamed “Old Mortality” and in so doing have to face
(and understand) their fears. Told in an accessible, humorous and even oldfashioned way, these stories have a philosophical bent and give readers a sense of
how 19th century young Americans must have pondered their world. This 8th story
collection (published posthumously) is the first Jack Matthews story collection to be
published in 23 years. This special ebook edition is illustrated by Barbiel MatthewsSanders (the author’s daughter) and includes two introductory essays by
Personville editor Robert Nagle. The author’s website
(www.ghostlypopulations.com ) also contains a study guide for teachers and an
annotated bibliography of Civil War fiction prepared especially for this ebook.

Tullahoma
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The diary of a young Connecticut farmer, who fought against the British in the
Revolutionary War.

Roycroft
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